My Gough (Cock) Descent

George Gough of Heversfield, (Gent.) m. Mary d. William Warren of St. Bravels, Esq.
Arms: Three sous a gent

Warre Gough of Wilsburg, Esq., m. Dorothy d. James Darow of Arise, (Gent.)

Richard Gough of Wilsburg (d. 1650)

William Gough of Wilsburg, (Gent.) m. Anne d. of Sir John Douglas of Flaxley, (Gent.)

Charles Gough of Wilsburg, (Gent.) (1682 - 1728)

William Gough of Wilsburg, Gent. (d. 27th Dec. 1773)

Eliz. Portney Gough m. Morgan Thomas (1728 - 1825)

Myself